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In the competitive vehicle
extended warranty industry, a
leading provider aimed to improve
operations and customer service
with innovative software
solutions. This case study delves
into how the adoption of a robust
software solution revolutionized
their extended warranty services,
simplifying operations and greatly
enhancing customer experiences. 
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The Client
The client is a prominent provider of extended
warranties for vehicles and lifestyle assets,
headquartered in Australia. Since its inception
in 1992, the company has built a robust
presence and a sterling reputation within the
industry. Their offerings provide customers
with assurance and confidence when acquiring
both new and pre-owned vehicles, without
regard for variables like vehicle age, mileage,
or specific make and model. The range of
extended warranty solutions covers an array
of assets, including motor vehicles,
motorcycles, boats, jet skis, caravans,
motorhomes, and trucks.
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Business Challenge
The client's reliance on manual procedures for warranty administration resulted in
inefficiencies, delays, and a significant potential for errors. They sought to enhance
customer interaction through real-time access to warranty information and claims status.
Additionally, the management of a vast volume of warranty data, including contracts,
claims, and customer information, grew increasingly challenging. Consequently, they
sought a solution capable of identifying and addressing these challenges.

Challenges

Manual Processes leading to inefficiencies &
delays
Less Customer Engagement as no access to real-
time warranty information & claim status
Management of vast and rapidly increasing data

Challenges

Lack of comprehensive dashboards and in-depth
reporting
Tedious & Manual Claim Adjudication processes
Dealers, Repairers, Sales and Admin users
managment
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Data Analytics
Advanced data analytics
capabilities to provide deep
insights into warranty
performance, revenue, and
customer preferences.

03Warranty Management
System

Customer Portal and
Mobility Solutions

A comprehensive software
platform that automated the
entire warranty lifecycle, from
contract creation to claims
processing and payouts.

A user-friendly, web portal &  
mobile app empowered
customers to access their
warranty information, view
coverage details, and submit
claims online.
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Solution
The client collaborated
closely with us to
develop a customized
solution tailored to their
specific challenges. 

Data Integration &
Sync
Automated data integration
with the MYOB accounting
package, retrieving vehicle
information from RedBook,
and interfacing with a diverse
array of third party tools.
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Data-Driven Decisions
Detailed dashboard and
reporting tools empowered
the client to analyze warranty
data in real-time, enabling
them to adapt to market
trends and offer highly
tailored warranty packages.

03
Efficiency Gains

Enhanced
Transparency

Manual processes were
largely replaced by
automation, significantly
reducing processing times
and operational costs.

The customer portal provided
transparency, allowing
customers to independently
track their warranty status
and claim progress.
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Outcome
Our solutions brought
significant benefits,
including enhanced
efficiency through
automation, reduced
processing times and
costs. The customer portal
boosted satisfaction, while
data-driven decisions and
tech adoption secured a
competitive advantage.

Competitive
Advantage
By embracing technology, the
client positioned themselves
as industry leaders, attracting
new customers and retaining
existing ones.
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Progressive
Business
Post automation, resulted in
revenue growth from $118M in
2019 to $352 in 2023.

Revenue $ Claimed Amount $
Approved Claim Amount

2019 2021 2023
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Effective Data
Management
Facilitated the expansion of the
dealer network from 892 in 2019 to
5368 in 2023.

Users Products Dealers

2019 2021 2023
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Customer Onboarding &
Management
Manage Own Warranties
Invoice & Commission
Management
View Profit Reports

User Management
Products/Contracts/Policie
s Management
Dealer & BDM Management
Warranty Management
Service Provider Network /
Repairer Management
Claims Adjudication
Dealer Training Engine

Repairer Portal

Manage
Policies/Warranties
Manage Service Records
Raise and Track Claims

Customer App

Dealer Portal

Admin Portal

Vehicle Service
Management
Raise and track claims

Automated SMS/Calls using
Twilio
RedBook integration to fetch
Vehicle data on basis of VIN or
REGO
Direct Integration with MyOB for
accounting
Integration with other Service
Providers
Direct Integration with RSA
Services providers

Integration

Sales Management
Warranty Management

BDM Portal/ App
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Conclusion
This case study underscores how a forward-thinking
vehicle extended warranty provider utilized innovative
software solutions to streamline operations, enhance
overall efficiency, and maintain a competitive edge in a
rapidly evolving market. The inclusion of detailed
dashboard and reporting features not only improved their
internal processes but also solidified their position as a
trusted provider of vehicle extended warranties, backed
by data-driven insights and comprehensive reporting
capabilities.
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Explore Details,
Connect Now

Email 
info@softserv.in

+1 910 300 9191 (USA)
+61 288 06 0091 (AUS)
+91 876 400 9191 (IND)

Call Us
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